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Body Worn Cameras continue to be a technological tool utilized by law
enforcement across the country. As academic inquiry into the effects of
this tool are increasing, both positive and negative effects have been
associated with their implementation.

Project
Purpose

With new legislation being passed in Illinois requiring all police officers
to have a body worn camera on them during their shifts by 2025, the
topic of their effectiveness and utilization continues to grow. Given the
mixed findings found in the current literature, academic studies give
insight to how law enforcement departments are performing.
The purpose of this project is to identify key points within how the
language of body worn camera policy is phrased and the content will
distinguish whether the policies are consistent or dissimilar in regards
body worn cameras.

Methods
For this Qualitative Content Analysis, a combination of 31 case studies, research articles, department policies and
news articles were selected that aligned with the overall purpose and direction of this project.
Articles were found and selected using the Illinois State University Milner Library Catalog and through the use of
Google Scholar.
The literature selected was based on elements associated with body worn cameras that involved body worn
camera deployment/activation, footage review and storage/maintenance. Phrased searched included:
“Body worn camera policy”

“Body worn camera deployment”
“Body worn camera activation”

“Body worn camera footage review”
“Body worn camera storage”

“Body worn camera maintenance”
Content includes:
26 academic articles
3 news articles
2 Police Department official BWC Policy's

Element Findings: Academic Only
Out of 26 Academic Articles analyzed:
- Activation was mentioned in 25 articles
- Footage Review was mentioned in 15
articles
- Maintenance was mentioned in 13 articles

Activation

Footage Review

Maintenance

The overall research points to the direction that an effective body worn
camera policy requires a clear list of situations to describe when

Results:
Activation

officers must record and requires officers to provide reasonable
justifications for failing to record required events.
Additionally, the findings suggest that an officers must state the
reason for deactivation on camera before deactivating their camera.
Failure to do so will require the officer to justify their actions as well.
Activation is a crucial part for officer and civilian interaction and needs
to be accounted for every call or situation.

Results: Activation Study Examples
Ex. Chicago Police Department Body Worn Camera Policy 2017
https://www.bwcscorecard.org/static/policies/2017-0609%20Chicago%20BWC%20Policy.pdf

ATLANTA POLICE DEPARTMENT BODY-WORN CAMERAS 2018
http://www.atlaudit.org/atlanta-police-department-body-worncameras---december-2018.html

Results:
Footage Review
Literature suggest that body camera policy regarding
footage review should require officers to write and
submit an initial written report or statement before their
own or any footage is reviewed, for all events recorded.
A strong policy would contain language that makes it
mandatory for a supervisory officer to review footage
and reports together to assure that both account to the
same events of the footage.
Effective body worn camera policy would allow
individuals who are filing police misconduct complaints
to view all relevant footage. Footage should also become
public to allow for positive feedback and community
transparency

Results:
Maintenance
The policy should state that any footage altering and
unauthorized usage is prohibited assuring that all
access to any recorded footage will be logged or
audited.
The policy should require that the given police
department should immediately delete unflagged
footage within six months.
The policy should also include limiting the use of
biometric technologies such as facial recognition that
identify individuals in footage because it would allow
for potential privacy violations.

Conclusion
With the societal push for police departments to have their officers
carry body worn cameras, recommended body worn camera policy
according to the literature is only proven effective if it is put into
practice. Although some departments may have positive responses
from their implemented policies, different departments may need to
adjust to fit their departments needs. Police departments should
require that their stated policies are to be followed and any type of
violations must be dealt with appropriately. With new studies and
literature continuing to detail new methods, policies should be
updated frequently to assure the best quality of police work and
body camera footage.

